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Green Monkey Records is very happy to announce a surprise new 
album by The Green Pajamas for 2021!  The astonishing, Sunlight 
Might Weigh Even More, destined to be a landmark in an already 
impressive discography, features 16 brand new songs in the tradition 
of their classic trio of albums from the 1990’s, Strung Behind the 
Sun, All Clues Lead to Meagan’s Bed and Seven Fathoms Down 
and Falling.  Indeed, when the band members met up via Zoom in the 
winter of this year Jeff Kelly suggested Strung as their reference 
point: “I wanted to go back to that whimsy, psychedelia and 
experimentation,” he states, “and freshness of spirit.”  And he manages 
on all counts.  From the swirling opener, “Menagerie 1,” through the 
psych-pop trips, “High Tea with Miss Ava G.,” and “Just to This,” to the 
Tibetan gong introduction of the mysterious closing track, “Holly,” the 
new album does certainly remind one most of 1997’s, Strung Behind 
the Sun in its “freshness of spirit.”   
 
As was the case with Strung, Jeff wrote and recorded the majority of 
this one alone.  That said, there are two new Eric Lichter songs, 
“Sunlight” and “Lovers Lease,” as well as the first new Green Pajamas 
song penned by Joe Ross since 2011, “Down to the Ocean.”  Sunlight 
Might Weigh Even More is full of the PJ’s trademark memorable 
melodies, exotic instruments, vocal harmonies and ringing electric 
guitars, with the occasional analogue synthesizer, birdsong, 
backwards girls’ choir or London rain storm thrown in for good 
measure.   
 
And though there is that occasional thunder cloud and the rather dark 
encounter between two goth girls walking across a soccer field at 
dawn, we’re a long way from the bleakness of the last Pajamas album, 
2018’s, Phantom Lake, the vibe here leaning heavily to the sunny 
psych-pop that the Green Pajamas remain most associated with, even 
after 25 albums of remarkable diversity.  
 
To say more would be giving too much away as we here at Green 
Monkey want loyal Pajamas fans, as well as those lucky enough to be 
experiencing a Green Pajamas record for the very first time, to hear 
this new album with the same open-eared excitement we did on first 
spin.  Happy listening! 
 
Useful Information 

• EPK: greenmonkeyrecords.com/artist-the-green-pajamas/ 

• Facebook: facebook.com/JeffKellyMusic 
facebook.com/TheGreenPajamas/ 

• Web: thegreenpajamas.net 

• Instagram: instagram.com/jeffreyskelly/ 
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